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ABSTRACT

Research has demonstrated the challenges that listeners face when they are presented with non-native sounds in noise. The challenges have been observed in both low- and high-level perception. However, the relationship between the two types of processing remains unknown. The present paper reports the results of two experiments. Experiment 1 explored the identification of English consonants in intervocalic context, and Experiments 2 explored the identification of words, both in quiet and noisy conditions by native Japanese listeners. Consonants that Japanese listeners often have difficulty to perceive accurately (/l/ and /r/) are extracted and discussed. Results showed that 1) task differences did not have a significant effect on overall consonant identification, 2) task differences affected the identification of /l/ and /r/, and 3) predictability played an important role in word identification.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Perceiving speech in non-idealistic (e.g. noisy, reverberant or both) environments is difficult, yet we are constantly exposed to them. Although even native listeners suffer accurate perception in severe listening environments, the challenge is obviously larger for non-native listeners. Due to globalization, learning and using foreign languages outside of traditional classrooms have become common. Therefore, investigation of how listeners perceive non-native speech in real-life environments is important, and the demand for development of language learning materials that consider such conditions are increasing.

Numerous studies have been carried out regarding non-native speech perception, targeting from low-level (e.g. segment level perception such as consonants and vowels) to high-level processing (e.g. word and sentence level perception), both in quiet and adverse listening environments. For example, a vast number of experiments on the identification and discrimination of non-native consonants and vowels have been conducted (e.g. [2, 5, 6, 10]). Such research generally suggest that non-native listeners’ perception is often influenced by their first language, and that when non-native sounds are presented in adverse listening environments, they are less likely to tolerate the detrimental effect of background disturbances such as noise compared to the native listeners.

Similarly, research has also looked into non-native word perception (e.g. [4, 7, 9, 11, 12]), which also generally suggest, like the research on segments, that non-native listeners are vulnerable to noise. In the case of high-level perception, however, the factors that affect perception are more complex compared to perception of segments. That is, factors such as lexical familiarity, predictability and proficiency in the target language must also be considered, as listeners are more likely to perceive familiar words and predictable words more accurately than words that are unfamiliar and unpredictable [7, 11], and more proficient non-natives are able to perceive words more accurately than less proficient non-natives (e.g. [16]).

Traditionally, experiments reported in most papers have focused on one type of experiment (e.g. either consonant identification task or word identification task). The present paper aims to bridge this gap. Specifically, the present study aims to investigate whether the ability to perceive segments (consonants) is carried over to the perception of words. To examine this, two experiments are compared. Experiment 1 is a consonant identification task where non-native (Japanese) listeners are asked to listen to consonants in an intervocalic context. Experiment 2 is a word identification task where the same non-native listeners are asked to listen to predictable and unpredictable words in sentences. Both experiments were conducted in quiet and noisy listening conditions to investigate the effect of background noise. To look deeper into how listeners’ native language affects perception, the results of consonants /l/ and /r/ are extracted and discussed, as they are the two consonants that Japanese listeners often suffer when listening to speech in English (e.g. [1, 13, 15]).

2. EXPERIMENTS

The procedures for the data collection was approved by the Seikei University Ethics Committee.
2.1. Experiment 1: Consonant identification task

2.1.1. Participants

Thirty Japanese listeners of English (L1: Japanese, L2: English) participated in Experiment 1. All participants were university students at the time of experiment (age range 18-22) and had no prior experience of studying phonetics. Their TOEIC® scores ranged from 420-700 (average 556, median 545). None of the participants reported any hearing problems.

2.1.2. Stimuli

The stimuli consisted of 17 English consonants (/b d dʒ f ʒ h ʒ l ʃ s t f θ ð v w j z/). The stimuli were produced by two speakers: male American English speaker and female Japanese-American English bilingual speaker. The recordings by the American speaker were made using a microphone (Blue Microphones Yeti) and the Japanese-American English bilingual speaker’s recordings were made using a digital sound recorder (TASCAM Linear PCM recorder DR-100MKII) and a microphone (Audio Technica AT4022), both at a sampling frequency of 48 kHz, later downsampled to 16 kHz.

The consonants were embedded in an intervocalic context in the carrier sentence “You are about to hear /aCa/ on the tape again” where C represents the target consonant. The stimuli were presented to the listeners in quiet and noisy ( multispeaker babble noise at Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) of 0 dB) listening conditions. The stimuli were preceded and followed by one second of noise. Each participant listened to a total of 340 stimuli (17 consonants x 2 speakers x 2 listening conditions x 5 repetitions).

2.1.3. Procedure

The experiment took place in a soundproof room. A laptop computer and the software Praat [3] was used to present the stimuli. Participants were asked to listen to the stimuli with a pair of headphones (SONY MDR CD900ST) and to write down the final word of the sentence on the answer sheet provided by the experimenter. The sentences were also visually presented to the listeners at the top of the experimental interface. The stimuli were presented only once. Prior to the main experiment, the participants were presented with six practice trials (three in noise and three in quiet conditions). All participants were paid upon completion of the experiment.

2.2. Experiment 2: Word identification task

2.2.1. Participants

Twenty listeners from the subject pool in Experiment 1 participated in Experiment 2.

2.2.2. Stimuli

The stimuli used in Experiment 2 were produced by a male native American English speaker. The stimuli were recorded in a soundproof room using a microphone (Audio Technica AT4022) and a digital recorder (TASCAM Linear PCM recorder DR-100MKII) at a sampling frequency of 48 kHz, later downsampled to 16 kHz.

The stimuli consisted of 140 sentences (70 words x 2 predictability types) which were formed based on the Speech in Noise Test (SPIN). One hundred sentences were presented in noisy condition and 40 sentences were presented in quiet condition. Multispeaker babble noise at a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of 0 dB was used to create the noisy listening condition. The stimuli were preceded and followed by one second of noise. The target word was always the last word of the sentence and was always monosyllabic. Half of the sentences in each listening environment (50 in noisy and 20 in quiet condition) were contextually predictable (e.g. “We were swimming in the pool.”), and the remaining half were contextually unpredictable (e.g. “She was talking about the pool.”). The target words in noisy and quiet listening conditions were different.

2.1.3. Procedure

The experiment took place in a soundproof room. A laptop computer and the software Praat [3] was used to present the stimuli. Participants were asked to listen to the stimuli with a pair of headphones (SONY MDR CD900ST) and to write down the final word of the sentence on the answer sheet provided by the experimenter. The sentences were also visually presented to the listeners at the top of the experimental interface. The stimuli were presented only once. Prior to the main experiment, the participants were presented with six practice trials (three in noise and three in quiet conditions). All participants were paid upon completion of the experiment.

3. RESULTS

3.1. Experiment 1 (Consonant identification)

Figures 1 shows the merged accuracy rates of all 17 consonants (analyzed items: 30 participants x 17
consonants x 2 conditions x 2 speakers x 5 repetitions = 10200 items). As expected, listeners’ accuracy rates were higher when stimuli were presented in quiet condition. Statistical analysis using a two-way analysis of variance with speaker (monolingual or bilingual) and condition (quiet or noisy) as independent variables was carried out. The results did not show a significant interaction between condition and speaker ($F(1,8772)=2.77$, $p=.09$). Significant main effects were observed in condition ($F(1,8772)=60.73$, $p<.001$), but not in speaker ($F(1,8772)=0.51$, $p=.47$).

**Figure 1:** Accuracy rates of all 17 consonants in quiet/noise spoken by bilingual/monolingual speakers (%).

Figure 2 shows the extracted results of /l/ and /r/ (analyzed items: 30 participants x 2 consonants x 2 conditions x 2 speakers x 5 repetitions: 1200 items), the two consonants that are often documented as perceptually challenging to native listeners of Japanese. Again, listeners’ accuracy rates were higher when stimuli were presented in quiet condition. A significant main effect was observed in condition ($F(1,1072)=14.93$, $p<.001$), but not in speaker ($F(1,1072)=0.06$, $p=.80$).

**Figure 2:** Accuracy rates of /r/ and /l/ in quiet/noise spoken by bilingual/monolingual speakers (%).

3.2. Experiment 2 (Word identification)

Figure 3 shows the accuracy rates of all words in quiet (40 sentences)/noisy (100 sentences) conditions in predictable/unpredictable context (analyzed items: 20 participants x 70 words x 2 predictability = 2800 items). Accurate responses were only those with correct spellings (i.e. misspelled words were categorized as wrong answers). Statistical analysis using a two-way analysis of variance with predictability (predictable or unpredictable) and condition (quiet or noisy) as independent variables was carried out. The results showed a significant interaction between predictability and condition ($p<.001$). Significant main effects of predictability ($p<.001$) and condition ($p<.001$) were observed. Post-hoc using Tukey-Kramer test showed significant differences ($p<.01$) in the accuracy rates between quiet_high and quiet_low, quiet_high and noise_high, quiet_high and noise_low, quiet_low and noise_high, quiet_low and noise_low, and noise_high and noise_low, meaning accuracy rates decreased significantly as listening conditions and predictability became less ideal.

**Figure 3:** Accuracy rates of all words in quiet/noise and predictable/unpredictable conditions (%) (high: high predictability, low: low predictability).

Figure 4 shows the accuracy rates of words that have initial consonants /l/ and /r/. Although the number of words is limited to only three, the near-perfect scores in quiet condition show that participants had little difficulty in perceiving both predictable and unpredictable words if there is no noise in the background (analyzed items: 20 participants x 3 words x 2 predictability = 120 items). However, as expected, accuracy rates decreased dramatically in noisy listening condition (analyzed items: 20 participants x 10 words x 2 predictability = 400 items). Two-way analysis of variance showed a significant interaction between predictability and condition ($p<.01$), and a trend in significance between predictability and condition ($p=.07$). Significant main
effects of condition ($p<.001$) and predictability ($p<.001$) were observed.

**Figure 4:** Accuracy rates of words with initial consonants /l/ and /r/ in quiet/noise and predictable/unpredictable conditions (%).

4. DISCUSSION

The present paper reported the results of two experiments: Experiment 1 on the identification of consonants in intervocalic context and Experiment 2 on the identification of English words. Because the present paper does not report the results of native listeners, as reference, previous research with similar experimental designs shows that native listeners achieved approximately 80% in a consonant identification task in a noisy condition at SNR=0dB [6] as well as in unpredictable word identification in a noisy condition at SNR=0dB [12]. Comparison with these studies show that the impact of presence of noise and the absence of predictability is greater for non-native listeners.

Comparison of the overall results of the two experiments in the present study (Figures 1 and 3) show that while task difference (non-word or word) does not seem to affect the overall accuracy of consonant perception (with the exception of unpredictable words in noisy condition in Experiment 2), it affected the perception of /l/ and /r/ (Figures 2 and 4).

Accuracy rates were similar in noisy condition in Experiment 1 (Figure 1, approximately 55-60%) and noisy condition + high predictability words in Experiment 2 (Figure 3, approximately 55%). This result suggests that listeners were able to use predictability in perceiving words accurately (thus also perceiving consonants accurately) in noisy condition. On the contrary, accuracy rate of unpredictable words in noisy condition stands around 20%. Compared to previous studies on experiments on unpredictable words in noisy conditions, this score was unexpectedly low, considering 1) target words in Experiment 2 were lexically familiar to Japanese listeners, and 2) previous research shows native listeners achieved around 80% accuracy rate in the identification of unpredictable words in noisy (SNR=0dB) condition (e.g. [12, 14]). The results obtained from Experiment 2 demonstrates how difficult it is for non-native listeners to perceive unpredictable words in noise.

Although the accuracy rates of /l/ and /r/ in intervocalic context did not differ significantly compared to the results of all the consonants (approximately 70-80% in quiet condition, and approximately 55-60% in noisy condition), the results of /l/ and /r/ show a wide distribution. This may be caused by the relatively wide range of English proficiency level of the participants, assuming from TOEIC scores (lower to upper intermediate level).

Moreover, the results of /l/ and /r/ extracted from Experiments 1 and 2 (Figures 2 and 4) showed clear effect of task differences. Despite the small number of word items analysed in Experiment 2, accuracy rates of words with initial consonants /l/ and /r/ were close to 100% in quiet condition, while accuracy in noise_high condition (predictable words in noise) decreased to 30% (accuracy rates of all words: approximately 55% in noise_high). This result indicates that /l/ and /r/ words are even more adversely affected in noise compared to words that begin with other consonants. Meanwhile, noise_low condition (unpredictable words in noise) did not differ significantly (/l/ and /r/ words: 15%, all words: 20%), which suggests that SNR=0dB causes floor effect for lower to upper intermediate level learners of English, not just for /l/ and /r/ but all words.

5. CONCLUSION

The present paper reported the results of two experiments: identification of English consonants (Experiment 1) and words (Experiment 2) in quiet and noisy conditions by native Japanese listeners. The results indicated that listening condition and predictability affects accuracy, and that task difference (consonant or word identification) affects particularly the perception of /l/ and /r/. Further analyses are necessary regarding differences in individual consonants as well as effect of proficiency.
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